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Nanostructured Gold Coating for Prevention of Biofilm
Development in Medical Devices
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Abstract

Bacterial biofilms on medical devices (MDs) can cause deadly infections due to their resistance to antibiotics.
Technology to prevent this kind of complication is urgently needed because they impact not only patients’ lives
but also hospital budgets. In this article, the creation and testing of an easy-to-produce antibiofilm (more precisely
antibiofouling) coating are described for the first time. This coating can be applied to catheters, prostheses, and
other plastic pieces, even after they have been manufactured. Rapid and ecofriendly synthesis of nanostructured
gold coating was done in situ in just 15 minutes. Complete characterization and microbiological analysis of its
antibiofouling capacity are presented. The coating prevents biofilm formation of pathogenic clinical isolates and
ATCC strains on MDs, possibly due to its complex nanostructured gold surface. If the next generation of MDs is
coated with this kind of antibiofouling technology, biofilm-related infections could be dramatically reduced.
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Introduction

Currently, biofilms are of major importance in hos-
pital infections, especially those related to the implan-

tation of medical devices (MDs). Biofilms are aggregates of
microorganisms embedded within a self-produced extracel-
lular polymeric matrix that makes them resistant to external
aggression. The majority of currently available antibiotics do
not penetrate this biofilm and the infection continues. The
best strategy is to prevent the adhesion of the first cells to the
surface of MDs before the biofilm is able to develop.1 Recent
reports estimated that 4,100,000 patients are affected by this
kind of infection in Europe and 1,737,125 in the United
States. The number of associated deaths is up to 95,000. In-
terestingly, an analysis of the costs in the U.S. indicates that if
hospitals were to prevent biofilm formation on the MDs they
use, they could save thousands of dollars annually.2 There-
fore, the development of effective antibiofouling options is
urgent.

Ideal antibiofouling material could also be applied in other
areas, from the food industry to everyday surfaces. It has been
known for many years that gold is an incorruptible material
and has been used for medical instruments and prosthesis.
Indeed, as it is biologically benign, it features numerous
advantages when used in medical catheters, stents, implants,
instruments, and devices.3,4 However, with the rise of poly-
mer science, this has been replaced by other much cheaper
and flexible materials (such as silicone). These materials are
very susceptible to bacterial attachment, therefore, there have
been many attempts to coat them with noble metals like gold.
The cost of pure solid gold and the time-consuming process
of racking or wiring (electroplating), and the toxic reactants
like chromic acid, prevent the massive use of gold-plated
MDs. As such, this is the first time that a procedure to coat
any plastic MD in less than 30 minutes, using a minimum
quantity of reactants, has been described. Moreover, this
novel coating is actually made of nanostructured gold, which
has a higher capacity to prevent microorganism attachment.
This nanostructured gold coating was developed through the
reduction of gold salt using the carefully selected ami-
noglycoside gentamicin. It is worth noting that gentamicin
does not remain bonded to gold nano plate (GNP); it only acts
as a precursor for their formation.

Materials and Methods

Materials

The gold salt AuHCl4.3H2O, glucose, and D2O 99.9
atom% D, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Water, in-
tended for use in all analyses, was obtained from a Millipore
Milli-Q water purification system. Gentamicin sulfate was
purchased from Todo Droga (Argentina). Solvents were of
analytical reagent grade and were acquired from Cicarelli
(Argentina).

Equipment

All ultraviolet (UV)-visible spectra were collected em-
ploying a Biotek (CIBICI-CONICET -Dpto. Bioquı́mica

Clı́nica-FCQ-UNC). The 1H-RMN spectra were recorded
in D2O using a High-Resolution Bruker Avance II–400
spectrometer at (INFIQC-CONICET - Dpto. Qca. Orgánica -
FCQ-UNC). The scanning electron microscopy/energy dis-
persive X-ray spectrometry (SEM/EDS)—Carl Zeiss-Sigma
and the DRX—Philips-PW 1800 were from LAMARX-IFEG
Laboratory (FAMAF-UNC).

Coating and characterization

The Au3+ solution (0.1 M) and the gentamicin solution
(1.0 M) were prepared by directly dissolving the solids
(AuHCl4.3H2O and gentamicin sulfate) in MQ water. Next,
equal quantities of each solution were placed dropwise in a
Falcon tube containing MQ water. The mixture was shaken in
a vortex between drops. The final solution was heated for 15
minutes in a thermostatic water bath. Microwave heating
with a regular appliance was also tested (heated for three
cycles of 10 seconds each, leaving the mixture to rest at room
temperature for 30 seconds in between). All solutions were
freshly prepared before the synthesis and allowed to stabilize
at room temperature for 1 min before heating. The GNPs
obtained were characterized using SEM, EDS, and X-ray
diffraction (XRD). Statistical analysis of size, and shape
analysis of GNP were performed using ImageJ� software.5

b AU9RMN was applied to evaluate gentamicin in the supernatant.

Coating of catheters/prosthesis

Homogeneous deposition of GNP on a silicone urinary
catheter was performed by applying the procedure detailed
above with minor changes. Briefly, 100 lL of HAuCl4
(0.1 M) was added to 900 lL of MQ water and 100 lL of
gentamicin (1.0 M). The catheter was filled with the solution
and heated in a thermostatic bath at 70�C for 15 minutes.
Finally, catheters were washed twice with MQ water. For
prostheses, complete immersion is required.

Durability and resistance of the coating

This kind of catheter is usually submitted to liquid erosion,
dropwise or by constant flux. The durability and resistance
of the coating were evaluated in the laboratory simulating
the conditions of real use for further clinical purposes. The
physiological solution (500 mL) was syringe pumped inside
coated catheter samples (triplicates), according to Hurst et al.
with some modifications.6 Pictures were taken employing an
optical microscope (10 · , 40 · , and 100 · ), before and after
liquid erosion, and corroborate the SEM images. However,
optical microscopy has the advantage of being a less-
expensive method for testing the coating when this process is
scaled up for industrial manufacturing. ImageJ software was
used to quantify the coated surface area.

Antibiofouling capacity of the coating

Samples of coated and uncoated silicone catheters (‘‘Ad-
misol dropper’’ from Gavamax� laboratories, and ‘‘Rusch
Gold Two-Way Silicone-Coated Latex Foley Catheter’’ from
Teleflex Medical), containing natural rubber latex, were

2 ROCCA ET AL.
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incubated with three biofilm-forming bacterial strains: two
clinical strains: methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
9455 (MRSA 9455) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa 191150,
and a control strain, Escherichia coli ATCC 25922. Catheter
samples were prepared by cutting them in half lengthwise
(length 1 cm, diameter 0.015 cm) using a sterile sharp scalpel.
All the samples were UV sterilized for 30 minutes before the
incubation (15 minutes on each side). Following this, samples
were incubated in 2 mL of Tryptic soy broth supplemented
with 0.25% glucose (to promote biofilm formation) inocu-
lated with the bacterial suspensions (106 CFU/mL) for 18
hours under shaking at 130 rpm, and samples were removed
and washed twice with phosphate-buffered solution to re-
move planktonic bacteria.7 The samples were then dehy-
drated with increasing ethanol percentages (50%, 70%, 80%,
90%, and 100%) for 15 minutes in each solution, and then
dried at room temperature. For SEM/EDS analysis, each
sample was gold sputter coated and mounted on a carbon
film. The magnification selected was sufficient to appreciate
in detail the general morphology of the samples under study.
EDS was used to determine the distribution of GNP and to
differentiate the gold particles from bacteria. Formation of
biofilm upon the surface of raw catheters and coated catheters
was measured using ImageJ software.

Results

Coating and characterization

The purpose of this experiment was to coat different plastic
catheters/prosthesis with a gold laminar nanoplate anti-
biofouling coating that would prevent the formation of bac-
terial biofilms using a quick and ecofriendly method.

As a starting point, the synthesis was tested in Falcon
tubes. After mixing the two reactants, the initial pale yel-
low color due to the gold salt disappeared, and the solu-
tion became colorless after 5 minutes of heating. Following
this, bright gold crystals started to appear as the solution
turned goldish and the Falcon walls acquired a coppery color.

Finally, a large amount of a bright gold solid was observed
while shaking the solution ( b SF1Supplementary Fig. S1).

Identical results were observed when heating the samples
for 60 seconds in a conventional microwave. After this, to
obtain a solid product as pure as possible, the Falcon content
was transferred to a clean Eppendorf and centrifuged at
3500 rpm. After 45 minutes, a bright gold precipitation
(6.82 mg, 87% yield) was obtained at the bottom of a color-
less liquid (Supplementary SI. b SF2Fig. S2).

The bright gold solid (pellet) was completely submerged in
concentrated nitric acid and suffered no visible changes,
suggesting the presence of the expected noble metal. The
purity of this solid was evaluated through EDS ( b SF3Supple-
mentary Fig. S3). The composition was found to be 100%
Au0. To conclude, XRD reveals a face-centered cubic crys-
talline structure with the characteristic peaks at 2Y: 38, 44,
64, 78, and 81 assigned to the lattice planes 11, 200, 220, 311,
and 222, respectively ( b SF4Supplementary Fig. S4). This was as
expected for metallic gold. The supernatant had a pH of 1,
whereas the initial solution had a pH of 5.

Coating of plastic catheters/prosthesis

Employing a slightly modified synthesis of the gold na-
noplates mentioned above, the lumen of catheters ( b F1Fig. 1) and
the surface of a silicone prosthesis (a section of a penile
prosthesis) were completely coated in just 15 minutes
( b F2Fig. 2).

The EDS spectrum ( b SF5Supplementary Fig. S5) shows the
predominant presence of gold (72.6%), followed by silicon
and oxygen, which are part of the silicone catheter wall.

Durability and resistance

Pictures taken before and after the liquid erosion test
proved that the same amount of GNP remained attached to
the catheter. ImageJ-processed pictures could be found in

b F3Figure 3.

FIG. 1. Pictures of plastic
catheters after coating and sliced
samples for SEM imaging. SEM,
scanning electron microscopy.
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Antibiofouling capacity of the coating

In this study, it was observed that Gram-negative bacteria,
such as P. aeruginosa (F4 c Fig. 4: 1) and E. coli (Fig. 4: 3),
adhered to the catheter, whereas S. aureus (Fig. 4: 5) formed a
biofilm. However, when the catheters had been previously
coated none of the three strains under study was able to ad-
here to the plastic surface. In fact, in the microphotographs of

the coated catheters, only the gold microplates were observed
even though they were incubated for 18 hours with bacteria
inoculum (Fig. 4: 2, 4 and 6). Usually, biofilm formation
begins after just 4 hours of exposition to a lower inoculum of
microorganisms. Consequently, 18 hours would have been
more than sufficient time for a mature biofilm to develop,
considering the bacterial suspension of 1,000,000 CFU/mL.7

These results support the hypothesis that coated catheters
prevent biofilm development of the three tested strains.

ImageJ processing of the SEM images confirms the effect
against the bacterial adherence on the plastic surface. The
percentage of bacteria covering the surface decreased while
the percentage of gold nanoplates covering the surface in-
creased ( b SF7Supplementary Figure S7 and b ST1Supplementary
Table S1).

Discussion

There are several benefits to gold plating an MD, such as
the ones mentioned on websites providing gold plating ser-
vices in medicine: improving electrical conductivity of some
MDs that require an electrical current to function, increasing
thermal conductivity and therefore minimizing burns and
the formation of adhesions, extending wear and corrosion
resistance, facilitating biocompatibility, cleanliness and
sanitation, and establishing a radiopaque area.8

It is known that nanometric gold offers unique qualities in
contrast to the bulk form. Indeed, the coating of MDs with
gold nanoplates (GNPs) has even more advantages than
regular laminar coating. This could be explained by the many
unique characteristics of nano-sized gold.9 This article ex-
plores the capacity to prevent biofilm formation, because this
is one of the most common and serious problems relating to
plastic MDs.10 Biofilms are highly organized microbial
communities with functional heterogeneity that are com-
monly formed on natural and synthetic surfaces. They protect
microorganisms from the harsh external environment
through self-produced matrices of extracellular polymeric
substances.11 Moreover, they are also more resistant to an-
timicrobial agents than the same microorganism grown in a
free-swimming or planktonic state and they are the main
reason for the failure or removal of MDs.12 Other types of
nanomaterials to prevent biofilm formation have been tested,
but their synthesis involves several steps and reactants.13

The nanotopography of the surface is of major importance
for the first steps of the bacterial adhesion, as described by
Prosenjit Sen’s research group.14–16 The major advantage of
this coating is that there are only two reactants: HAuCl4 salt
and gentamicin; a commercially available, broad-spectrum
antibiotic.

Gentamicin was chosen because it is known to be a re-
ducing aminoglycoside, due to the capability of its functional
groups to be oxidized to carbonyls. This particular property
was employed, in this case, to reduce Au+3 and form GNPs.

Coating and characterization

Gentamicin is an aminoglycoside antibiotic composed of
purpurosamine, deoxystreptamine, and garosamine with
variations in the substitution pattern of the purpurosamine
resulting in four major components: C1, C1a, C2, and C2a
( b SF8Supplementary Fig. S8). Deubner and colleagues demon-
strated that b AU10NMR studies allow the characterization of the

FIG. 3. Selected optical microscope images of coated
silicone catheter before and after liquid erosion test. Labeled
as initial (INI) and final (FIN).

4C c

FIG. 2. Initial phase (top left) and final phase (top right)
of the in situ coating on the surface of a prosthesis. The
prosthesis is completely coated (bottom).
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composition of the main components, analyzing the area
covered by the anomeric hydrogens of the purpurosamine
part of the molecule.17

Therefore, the gentamicin used in this experiment was
characterized using1 H NMR. The spectrum obtained showed
the presence of the four major components in the sample
(Supplementary Fig. S8). It is therefore suggested that gen-
tamicin, due to its functional groups, is responsible for the
reduction of the gold salt and the liberation of HCl to the
supernatant. The strong acidity of the supernatant after
the reaction was attributed to the HCl liberated during the
reaction to the aqueous media of the gold and the antibiotic
salts. Additionally, the presence of carbonyl groups was de-
tected with 2, 4-dinitrophenylhydrazine.

Interestingly, the pure Au0 crystallized in thin laminar
geometrical forms. Most are hexagonal, but triangular and
other polyhedral shapes were also observed in SEM images
(SF9 c Supplementary Fig. S9), with sides from 2 to 30 lm. Ad-
ditionally, some amorphous clusters were found, which too
seem to be formed by the smallest geometrical pieces. Dis-
tribution of shapes and sizes of the gold microplates can be
seen inAU11 cSF6 c Supplementary Figure S6. Overall, the analysis of the
solid and the supernatant suggest that gentamicin is oxidized
while reducing the Au3+ to Au0 through the following general
proposed reaction:

Au3þ
(aq)þ gentamicin(aq) !

Au0
sð Þ þ oxidized gentamicin products(aq)

Coating of plastic catheters/prosthesis

After this in situ synthesis inside the catheter, a coat of gold
nanoplates cover the catheter lumen homogeneously and
prevent bacteria from attaching (Fig. 8).

This method of synthesis offers a method to prepare a coat
of pure GNP formed directly on the plastic surface (Figs. 1
and 2). The byproducts of the in situ reaction are nontoxic
oxidized gentamicin and the gold salt counter ions that can be
discarded like regular chemicals. Other early reports on the
synthesis of GNP could be found, but they are limited by both
low purity and yield.18,19

The prosthesis coating would require in vivo follow-up
tests to ensure biocompatibility for long-term devices. These
experiments are being planned.

Durability and resistance

The durability of the coating could be attributed to the
favorable interaction between gold nanomaterials and sili-
cone, which has been well established previously. In fact,
there is a report on the noticeable role that proteins on the
surface of the rubber latex play in the nucleation and stabili-
zation of gold nanomaterials.20 This kind of positive inter-
action could explain why there were no significant changes
in the coating when observed using an Optical Microscope
(Fig. 3). Using this technique, the bigger GNPs could be easily
observed. Their distribution was homogeneous and did not
change or decrease with time. The advantage of OM is that it
could be performed on a large number of samples immedi-
ately after they were tested for durability, the limitation being
it lacks the capability to check the smallest nanoparticles.

Images of erosion tests indicate that there is no significant
difference between the initial coated surface area and the final
one (80% – 2% and 78% – 1%, respectively) This could
suggest that this coating is resistant enough to be employed in
regular clinical use.

Antibiofouling capacity of the coating

Biofilm development on plastic MDs and the subsequent
infections they cause are among the primary reasons to gold
coat them. A clinical study compared the bacteriuria (as a
urethral infection indicator) of 217 patients treated with a
silicone catheter, with 222 patients treated with a gold-coated
latex catheter. It was found that noble metal alloy coating
resulted in a five times reduction in catheter-associated in-
fections.21 Another more recent article reports that noble
metal alloy coating proved to be a good strategy in reducing
adverse effects related to catheters, while maintaining a safe
toxicological evaluation.22 However, no significant differ-
ence was found in the microbial colonization.

Liedberg and coworkers compared the colonization of
different urinary catheter coatings by a clinical strain of
P. aeruginosa after 10 minutes and 10 hours of incubation
and found that silver alloy-coated discs prevented the biofilm
growth on latex, Teflon,� and silicone materials.23 Moreover,
9 trials with 13,319 demonstrate that silver coating confers
antimicrobial properties to urinary catheters.24 The catheter
fouling can be induced by the accumulation and adhesion
of bacteria on the surface, thereby increasing the surface
roughness.25 The results of this project demonstrate the high

FIG. 4. SEM of catheters
incubated with biofilm-
forming clinical bacterial
strains: Pseudomonas aeru-
ginosa (1, 2), Escherichia
coli (3, 4), and Staphylo-
coccus aureus (5, 6). Note
how the bacteria were
attached to the surface of
uncovered catheters (1, 3, 5),
but not to the coated cathe-
ters (2, 4, 6), where only a
few planktonic forms of
bacteria (arrows) could be
observed.
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capacity of the coating to prevent the development of bio-
films. The coating could be effectively applied to different
silicone MDs, but was not tested on latex-based ones. How-
ever, the use of the latter is decreasing due to the disadvan-
tages when compared with medical-grade silicone. The
chemical resistance and mechanical/thermal properties of
silicone have made it the preferred material for the latest MDs.

The antibiofouling effect observed (Fig. 4) could be related
to the strong influence on the topography at the nanoscale in
the bacterial attachment. Bacteria cells adapt their orientation
in an attempt to maximize contact area with the surface, to
stabilize their attachment, as reported by Hsu et al.26 A more
detailed analysis by Rizzello and associates demonstrated the
significant modifications in the morphological, genetic, and
proteomic response of E. coli. to the nanostructured surface.
Micrographs (by atomic force microscopy and SEM) cap-
tured the variations in bacteria shape and characteristics,
specifically the loss of type-1 adherent fimbriae.27 Both
studies, in line with the behavior found on the surface of
this coating, indicate that a purely physical change, such as
the nanostructuration on the surface of the material, plays
an important role in the prevention of biofilm develop-
ment. This could explain the antibiofouling advantages of
nanotechnology-based coating.

Conclusion

In summary, this novel method facilitates the production of
high-purity gold microplates, which can be applied directly to
the desired surface quickly and easily. The coating obtained
is resistant to erosion and heat and confers its antibiofouling
capacity on the material. This coating could be used in a wide
range of MDs to prevent biofilm formation and extend their
lifetime. The interesting properties of this material could
result in further research, and its clinical application could be
widespread.

Furthermore, the described nanoplates could have a poten-
tial application as tip-enhanced Raman scattering substrates.
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Supplementary Data

SUPPLEMENTARY FIG. S1. An initial pale yellow
solution, before heating (left). Liquid with golden solid in
suspension and coppery walls (middle). Final suspension
with a large amount of golden solid (right).

SUPPLEMENTARY FIG. S2. Bright gold solid precip-
itated after centrifugation at 3500 rpm.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIG. S3. EDS spectrum of pure metallic gold obtained after reduction of the auric salt with
gentamicin and its macroscopic view (insert). EDS, energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIG. S4. XRD pattern reveals a face-centered cubic crystalline structure characteristic of pure
gold. XRD, X-ray diffraction.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIG. S5. SEM/EDS of the catheter lumen after the coating. SEM, scanning electron microscopy.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIG. S6. Statistical distribution of
side lengths (horizontal axis, nm) of hexagonal (top) and
triangle (bottom) gold nanoplates.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIG. S7. Antifouling effect of
the coating of a real catheter incubated with clinical
antibiotic-resistant strains (A: Pseudomonas aeruginosa; B:
Escherichia coli; C: Staphylococcus aureus) expressed as
%bacteria/%coated surface of plastic catheter samples. SD
<4%.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIG. S8. 1H NMR spectrum of gentamicin with an expansion of the region of anomeric hydrogen
resonance signals of the different gentamicin components.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIG. S9. Representative SEM of GNP synthesized with gentamicin. Scale bar = 50 nm.
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